We built an interferometer where one of the two slits of a classical Young's setup is replaced by a single molecule embedded in a solid matrix. This enabled direct measurement of the first order coherence of the 0-0 single-molecule emission, which at high excitation powers proves to be split in coherent and incoherent parts. We demonstrate an order of magnitude higher precision in axial localization of single molecules in comparison with that of confocal microscopy. These experiments open a possibility for single-molecule holography. Detection of single molecules with low luminescence quantum yields could be another application of this technique. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.183602 PACS numbers: 42.50.Ar, 32.50. +d, 42.25.Hz, 42.40.Kw Since the pioneering experiments of Young [1], interference remains one of the most spectacular phenomena in optics and a very informative approach. However, although characterization and manipulation of individual molecules has developed into a powerful tool [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , relevant optical methods on a single-molecule (SM) level are practically limited to the detection of Stokes shifted luminescence. Conventionally, a SM is excited by a laser but to protect a photodetector from the laser light, a cutoff filter is used which also blocks the unshifted SM emission. A general belief that SM absorption [8, 9] provides a smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and should be based on complex modulation techniques to be competitive has created a psychological barrier for all methods where a cutoff filter does not block off the laser radiation. Our Letter shows that existing beliefs are limited and that SM interferometry can give an excellent SNR. This opens new options for SM applications and gives us a new tool for fundamental studies.
Interferometric Signatures of Single Molecules
We built an interferometer where one of the two slits of a classical Young's setup is replaced by a single molecule embedded in a solid matrix. This enabled direct measurement of the first order coherence of the 0-0 single-molecule emission, which at high excitation powers proves to be split in coherent and incoherent parts. We demonstrate an order of magnitude higher precision in axial localization of single molecules in comparison with that of confocal microscopy. These experiments open a possibility for single-molecule holography. Detection of single molecules with low luminescence quantum yields could be another application of this technique. DOI Since the pioneering experiments of Young [1] , interference remains one of the most spectacular phenomena in optics and a very informative approach. However, although characterization and manipulation of individual molecules has developed into a powerful tool [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , relevant optical methods on a single-molecule (SM) level are practically limited to the detection of Stokes shifted luminescence. Conventionally, a SM is excited by a laser but to protect a photodetector from the laser light, a cutoff filter is used which also blocks the unshifted SM emission. A general belief that SM absorption [8, 9] provides a smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and should be based on complex modulation techniques to be competitive has created a psychological barrier for all methods where a cutoff filter does not block off the laser radiation. Our Letter shows that existing beliefs are limited and that SM interferometry can give an excellent SNR. This opens new options for SM applications and gives us a new tool for fundamental studies.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 and is explained in the figure caption. A key element of the setup is the aperture A whose diameter is smaller than the diffraction limited spot size into which the lens L 2 focuses SM emission. Such an aperture blocks a part of the reference beam not overlapping the SM emission and removes phase inhomogeneities in the two beams caused by optical imperfections. The overlapping parts of the reference and signal beams result in interference. This becomes evident when the count rate of the photomultiplier (PM) is recorded as a function of the laser frequency which is scanned across a SM resonance. Three examples of interferograms are shown in Fig. 2 . As demonstrated in Fig. 3 , the interference patterns become smaller in the relative amplitude and broader in frequency at higher excitation laser powers.
Only emission with a frequency equal to the frequency of the laser light contributes to the interferograms, whereas SM emission falling on the aperture has a complex spectrum which includes a resonance 0-0 line and a set of Stokes shifted vibronic lines. All lines are accompanied also by Stokes shifted phonon wings [10] . The intensity of the 0-0 emission under resonance laser excitation is given by a count rate R 0 of the PM. Based on the luminescence spectra and the count rate measured with a red filter inserted behind the aperture (this gives the integrated intensity of the luminescence with a wavelength longer than 610 nm), we estimate that R 0 ഠ 10 Hz under excitation by 2 nW radiation. At this power, the laser beam passing through the aperture produces a count rate R ref ഠ 25 kHz. At low laser powers R 0~Rref and we designate the low power ratio
We first analyze the interference at low laser powers. At 1.6 K, the low power 0-0 linewidth G 0 (half width at half maximum) of a terrylene molecule doped in a naphthalene crystal is only about 15% broader than the lifetimelimited value G t [11] , indicating that pure dephasing caused by the matrix [12] is small. Therefore, we consider SMs as simple classical damped oscillators driven by a classical electromagnetic field (whose frequency and vacuum wavelength are v and l, respectively). 
where a is a constant which matches units of the two sides and v 0 is the SM resonance frequency. w w 0 2 4pnd͞l, where w 0 is a constant and 4pnd͞l is the phase shift between the molecular emission and the reference laser beam caused by the difference 2d in the corresponding path lengths, as shown in Fig. 1 (n ഠ 1.5 is the refractive index of the crystal). The PM count rate
B͑v͒ is the base line of the laser intensity in the absence of the molecule. This base line was not flat but had a cosine modulation (probably created by interference on the optical elements or by a small displacement of the laser beam across the aperture as the laser frequency was scanned). The depth of this modulation was comparable with the effect caused by a SM ͑ϳ3%͒ but its period was approximately 3.5 GHz while the molecular linewidth was 2 orders of magnitude smaller. The base line in Eq. (2) was fitted together with the part depending on the SM. In Fig. 2 both the experimental signal and the fit were divided by B͑v͒. In each case, G 0 and v 0 were independently determined from the SM excitation spectra [14] . Such measurements were made by introducing a red cutoff filter in front of the PM. A dramatic difference between interferograms shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) results from a difference of dw 0.58p between the corresponding phase shifts. The related difference in the locations of the two molecules with respect to the crystal surface dd is ldw͑͞4pn͒ ഠ l͞10 ഠ 55 nm. In SM confocal microscopy [15] , an axial displacement of more than l is needed to obtain a maximum of the signal instead of a "zero." Consequently, the highest axial accuracy of single-molecule localization achieved so far with far-field optics was 100 nm [16] . displacement. Our technique also does not require time consuming axial scanning, in contrast with confocal microscopy. From an interferogram, the SM position can be determined up to a multiple of l͑͞2n͒. If necessary, confocal microscopy which has a precision better than l͑͞2n͒ can be used to eliminate this uncertainty.
At high laser powers, the peak intensity of the excitation line and the linewidth saturate. The saturation parameter j P͞P s , where P~R ref is the laser power and P s is the saturation power. The peak intensity and the linewidth change according to R 0 R`j͑͞1 1 j͒ and G s G 0 p 1 1 j, respectively [12] . Naively, one can try Eqs. (1) and (2) at high powers by substituting G s for G 0 in the line-shape function and taking the saturated value for R 0 (note that
Fits to Eq. (3) are shown in Fig. 3 by the grey lines. Essentially, only the base lines were fitted. Parameters A 0 0.018 and w 0.35p were determined from the low power measurements. The unsaturated linewidth G 0 26 MHz and the saturation power P s 17.8 nW were determined from excitation spectra. Evidently, the data deviate significantly at high laser powers from Eq. (3). The reason for this deviation is that at strong excitation the resonance fluorescence consists of coherent and incoherent parts. The total intensity R 0 is a sum of the two contributions. But only the coherent part can interfere with the laser emission. The incoherent part is related to a fluorescence triplet (Mollow triplet) [17, 18] of a strongly driven two-level system. The coherent part is related to an elastic component of the fluorescence spectrum and gradually goes to zero when the laser power approaches infinity.
The following analysis is based on quantum electrodynamics. When fields are described by operators, R͑v͒͗Ê
The first term is the intensity of the laser beam, the last term is the 0-0 fluorescence intensity which has a negligible relative magnitude, and the middle term is the interference term. A coherent laser field can be treated classically. The expectation value for the molecular field ͗Ê m 1 ͘ is equal to the field emitted by an oscillating dipole mr 12 ͑t͒ [19] , where m is the 0-0 transition dipole moment. The density matrix element r 12 is the steady-state solution of the optical Bloch equations [19] . These equations can also account for the pure dephasing caused by interaction with the matrix and for the fact that an organic molecule has not only the ground and excited singlet electronic states (states 1 and 2) but also vibrational and triplet states (see, for example, [20] ). The expression for R͑v͒ obtained in this way reads
The interference term in Eq. (4) is p 1 1 j times smaller at exact resonance in comparison with that of Eq. (3) due to G 0 in the numerator. In Eqs. (4) and (3), the coefficient A 0 should be multiplied by p G t ͞G 0 if the pure dephasing contribution to G 0 is essential. But this makes no difference to fitting, where A 0 is considered simply as a fit parameter. The quantum electrodynamic model, whose predictions are given by the black lines in Fig. 3 , fits the data significantly better than Eq. (3). Decoherence of the resonance emission by a strongly driven quantum system was not observed in earlier interference experiments done on ions in a Pauli trap [21] only under nonsaturating conditions.
In principle, the time needed to achieve a certain level of SNR in the interference experiment described above is independent of the reference beam intensity, provided that the signal noise is dominated by the shot noise. Indeed, the variation of R͑v͒ across a SM resonance is proportional to 2t m p R ref R 0 , while the quantum noise of the signal is p t m R ref , where t m is the measuring time. It follows that SNR~2 p t m R 0 . However, a weak reference beam increases the relative magnitude of the interference effect while increasing quantum noise by decreasing the count rate. In practice, this significantly relaxes the requirements for the laser intensity stability, and allows us to demonstrate a SNR which could be achieved only in ideal absorption measurements.
Whether interferometry or detection of Stokes luminescence gives a better SNR is a nontrivial question. The SNR in interferograms and in background-free excitation spectra is equal to 2 q G t G 21 0 t m R 0 ͑͞1 1 j͒ and p ͑f 21 2 1͒t m R 0 , respectively, where f is the relative intensity of the 0-0 line in the luminescence spectrum. In the second expression, we assume that the cutoff filter suppresses only the 0-0 line but is 100% transparent for the Stokes shifted luminescence. Neither of the two methods has a clear advantage if G 0 ഠ G t . In the case of a strong 0-0 line and weak vibronic lines, interferometry can be a better choice. Moreover, P s~Gt G 0 ͑͞fG r ͒ [12] and, at a low luminescence quantum yield when the radiative linewidth G r ø G t , high laser powers are needed for a good SNR. In practice, this results in a high background (e.g., luminescence from the matrix), a case when interferometry provides a better SNR. Usually weakly dependent on the laser frequency, background does not disturb interferograms if the reference laser signal is stronger than this background. In our experiments, the intensity of SM emission was 2500 times weaker than that of the reference beam. If broadband luminescence of the matrix were 500 times stronger than the peak intensity of the SM line (but still 5 times weaker than the reference beam), this would be practically fatal for excitation spectra (2200% noise increase) but would increase the noise in interferograms by ϳ10%.
Besides being of fundamental interest, opening a practical possibility for high precision SM localization and for spectroscopy of single molecules whose emission is obscured by a strong background signal, our experiments also make holography of single molecules a realistic perspective. To obtain a hologram, a photomultiplier should be replaced by a CCD camera, and a 2-dimensional interference pattern is recorded.
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